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Browse this if your child has difficulty reading! I finally asked for him to become screened for dyslexia,
even though all prior evaluations were negative, because he held jumbling letters when he wrote. I also ask
her what do she find when she actually is trying to read also to my suprise she stated the letters were
jumping around. people come into my home complaining it really is dark. The overlays decrease fatigue,
head aches, distress when reading, improve precision, retention and comprehension and interest. This made
a huge improvement and he could read, however in the 8th grade still struggled with spelling and anything
including writing.! I am going to share this with as many parents as i could. Suddenly he could read fluently,
accurately, and as fast as I possibly could. The light gives me head aches and drains me of energy. new
information about eyes. His writing is even better - with the lenses he can keep in mind what he has written
and does not have to constantly reread what he's writing. I am simply amazed that colored lenses make such
a notable difference for him (the proper color, at least). The book discusses processing differences including
Asperger's Syndrome, Attention Deficit Disorders, light sensitivity, head injuries, and emotional disorders
that react to the Irlen method. This book raised queries it hardly ever happened to us to question - what do
you discover when you try to read, do the words stay still, perform you get headaches or do your eye water
when you read? Anyone whose obviously intelligent child struggles with reading needs to read this book!!
Especially when they seem to have ADD symptoms at school but not at home. We never realized he had no
depth perception and an exceptionally narrow field of eyesight. This is really eye opening (no pun intended).
I've had many of these symptoms all my entire life rather than dreamed that maybe it's caused by something
similar to this. If I will get the funds collectively, I intend to go to a regional practitioner/diagnostician and
get the glasses/tint.Extremely informative although not as well well written and a little repetitive. It's also
targeted at problems with children and while it does mention adults, it generally does not really deal that
much with adults. I learned so much. other perceptual problems) that . The Irlen Revolution discusses Irlen
Syndrome, a visible perceptual processing condition comprised of an array of symptoms to varying degrees.
This book is great for parents, educators and doctors struggling with their own learning difficulties, students
and clients struggling with low achievement, reading, learning and light sensitivity. This inability of your
respective brain to accurately process visual information can cause or exacerbate many problems. Deborah
Great details regarding reading problems (& She has but still is having a hard time in school and at home.
Scans of the mind display that after Irlen filter systems have been worn, mind activity becomes more
normalized, so that it is certainly better in a position to process visual info. The Irlen Revolution discusses
relevant study in a apparent and practical writing style, as the intent of the book is to be a readily available
resource. Twenty-five years back Helen Irlen's analysis was jumpstarted with her initial discovery that not
really everyone views letters and words very much the same.I must say i enjoyed reading into Helen Irlen's
brain in this reserve, and learning how she discovered the colored overlays and lenses.. Irlen Method - the
effect of colors with behaviors, attention, and reading This is a wonderful book. For the college students that
benefit from it, it makes an enormous difference within their reading and comprehension scores. I have
shared information with teachers aswell. I am an occupational therapist and use this information in both
school and clinic settings. Her passion for reaching out and helping the hundreds of thousands who have
Irlen Syndrome simply shines out of the book! Helen Irlen, a school psychologist, describes her quest to
greatly help struggling learners and the ones with reading difficulties that are because of a light sensitivity
and visual perceptual difference that responds to using coloured filter systems or overlays. As a GED
instructor, I test so many people who've lost faith in their ability to read as well as others. When I'm able to
help them see the page normally, and start to fall in love with reading, it's probably the most wonderful
emotions. I truly believe if we'd required screenings, by those who are certified to do so, many of my
students could have graduated rather than quitting and ending up in my classes. Her uncanny knack for
questioning the most basic assumptions about reading "When you read will be the words clear, steady, and
could it be comfortable? If anyone you understand has reading problems, please read this publication!As the



mom of a rolling son who was simply mis-diagnosed in 6th quality, and struggled until age 25, whenever we
tested him and discovered he had Irlen Syndrome, I will be eternally grateful for the research that helped
him and many others. The difference in my son is almost miraculous, the difference in my own students is
simply as amazing. I have been looking and looking for answers, because she actually is a very intelligent
young girl. Two Stars well, I'm sure it's important for target group- but not for me, an over-all audience. i am
so excited about the Irlen revolution. I THINK I'VE FOUND MY Solution FOR EXPLANING THE
PROCEEDINGS WITH MY CHILD! Happy with The Irlen Revolution The Irlen Revolution is Helen
Irlen's second book, following Reading by the Colours and its own revision in 2005. i don't know however if
Irlen Syndrome is usually what my child has, but she's all of the signs. These specifically determined colors,
or layers of shades, alter the visible processing occurring in the mind by screening out particular
wavelengths of light. i have submitted a n e-mail on her behalf a appointment to become checked. The
teachers think the medicine need to be changed. Make sure you read this and get help. she can't appear to
concentrate. she turns her letters backward. She actually is listed as ADHD. i am praying this is the answer
for us. I don't want my child left behind. My son has already established trouble learning to read since
kindergarten, despite the fact that we knew he was very bright. I said this is exactly what my baby offers.
Next year will probably be different. First, thank God, the school screened him for Irlen Syndrome and sent
him home with coloured overlays to make use of when reading. And the school. Thank you so much! The
intervention -- Irlen filter systems -- are colored tints applied to lenses. In this second book, Helen Irlen
requires the reader through the countless discoveries and developments she's made as she proceeds to devote
her life's function to helping kids and adults with visible perceptual difficulties. Great information regarding
reading problems (&.. other perceptual complications) that many may suffer from without realizing the
problem or knowing there exists a "fix". Essential read for parents of children with reading problems. Very
Helpful Information The book accurately describes the syndrome and the method to help those of us with
the problem. I found it a significant worthwhile read. One of the problems I have is usually my dislike of
sunshine. Five Stars Excellent condition. Four Stars Great read Informative and life changing This book has
changed my life. i've always has learning complications, worked very hard to compensate. Five Stars Life
changing information. We'd his eyes checked, these were fine. We had him installed with Irlen lenses, and a
whole new world has opened up for him. It's worthwhile!." has taken this experienced researcher on a
journey of revelation, with her most recent discoveries and advancements shared this latest text message,
The Irlen Revolution.. Life Changing Method Improves Reading and Learning This is an excellent
conversation describing the discovery and assessment of Irlen Syndrome - a perceptual difference in
individuals that inhibits visual tasks including reading, writing, depth perception and sports performance. I
am an Irlen Screener for just a little over 5 years. We learned about visual processing problems, and spent
thousands of dollars on vision therapy. Provided its invasiveness, Irlen symptomatology could be part of
reading difficulties, Put, ADHD, autism, light sensitivity, and specific medical and psychological
circumstances, such as for example migraines, light-delicate epilepsy, traumatic brain injuries, anxiety
disorders and melancholy. It is also a fantastic handbook for parents and experts regarding an effective
method to enhance learning and decrease the discomfort of light sensitivity, reading and learning difficulties.
Scanning this book has opened my eye and broken my heart at the same time - I never recognized how
profound his visual processing problems had been, and assumed that the eyesight therapy had fixed all that.
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